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Facebook: Quarterly Financial Performance

Total revenue and operating margin

Average revenue per user, by region, past eight quartersMonthly active users

Key metrics 4Q17 3Q17 4Q16 %YoY %QoQ

Revenue ($B) 12.97 10.33 8.81 47% 26%

Operating profit ($B) 7.35 5.12 4.57 61% 44%

Operating margin 57% 50% 52%

Net profit ($B) 4.27 4.71 3.57 20% -9%

Net margin 33% 46% 41%
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Facebook Quarter Commentary

Facebook is facing huge pressure from authorities in the US and UK over fake news and disseminating hate speech
− Germany has already regulated for the removal of hate speech, introducing fines of up to €50 million.

It is also under increasingly heavy criticism for helping to contribute to growing unhappiness and divisiveness in society, as well as 
for tax evasion, data sharing and abusing its dominant position
− The German competition regulator has ruled that Facebook abused its power as a social network.
− The French data protection authority, CNIL, has required WhatsApp to stop sharing user data with its parent, Facebook.

CEO Mark Zuckerberg has expressed he is unhappy that his "product" is being misused and not seen as a force for good. His 
response is a vow to "fix Facebook"
− Key steps include:

Changing the News Feed to focus on friends and to dial down the number of media posts that users are exposed to.
Relying on the community to flag untrustworthy, fake or inappropriate content. Its new "downvote" button is central to this fix.
Running a "charm offensive" to demonstrate to authorities that Facebook is a "good" company.
Accepting that revenue will be taxable in the country in which it is booked during 2018.
Bringing forward the launch of enterprise services on WhatsApp and, if they are well received, extending them to Instagram.

There are growing signs that users have a lower level of trust in the company and are less engaged with the News Feed
− Fake news, extremist and bullying posts are causing trust levels to fall. Lower engagement stems from less media content being posted.
− Instagram is now reputed (by ListenFirst) to have a higher engagement rate than Facebook.

There are some signs that advertisers' trust in Facebook is diminishing
− As the number of fake accounts rises, it has become clear that Facebook has been overcharging advertisers for exaggerated reach.
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Consumer Devices

E-Commerce

Artificial 
Intelligence

Internet of 
Things (IoT)

Communications

Verticals Enterprise, IT

Facebook Activity Map

Facebook 
privacy push

User photo 
notifications

WhatsApp 
Business app 
and buttons

M virtual 
assistant

Xiaomi 
partnership for 
virtual reality 

headset

New initiatives 
this quarter

Partnership to develop 
Mi VR Standalone 

virtual reality headset 
for the Chinese market.

Setting up three centres 
in Italy, Poland and 

Spain to train users in 
digital skills. Part of its 
recent charm offensive 

in the EU. 

Facial recognition 
option used to notify 
users when a photo of 
them is posted to 
Facebook. Users must 
consent first.

A set of videos showing 
users how to manage  
their privacy with a new 
Privacy Center on the 
site. Part of its GDPR 
compliance effort.

Enterprise version of 
WhatsApp for Android. 
Lets companies connect 
to users. Business 
accounts show up 
separately. "Click-to-
WhatsApp" buttons are 
being rolled out in ads.

Version of Messenger 
app for children. 

Facebook account is 
not needed, but parents 

vet the contact list.

Universal 
Music 

agreement
Agreement allows users 
to post videos 
containing Universal 
licensed content. 
Similar to Universal's 
deal with YouTube.

Misuse 
investigations

Major probes into 
misuse of the platform 
in the US and UK 
(relating to Brexit vote).

Messenger 
Kids

Community 
skills hubsCancelled its artificial 

intelligence assistant 
with human input, 

based on Wit.ai 
acquisition. It failed to 

come out of private 
beta, but the name will 
be used in Messenger.

Media, 
Entertainment

Expansion of 
Paris artificial 

intelligence lab
Further injection of $10 

million to expand its 
artificial intelligence

lab in Paris.
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Key Aspects of How the Company Thinks

Essence
− Guiding principles:

Short, medium and long term are different things, each requiring careful plans.
Need for a software engineering mentality to overcome areas previously seen as technical roadblocks, such as network congestion.
Facebook will become a core element of the future economy.
The company is a platform not a publisher. It needs certain content controls, but does not need to take a position on topics.

− New mission statement: "Bring the world closer together", places greater focus on helping build communities.
− Facebook sees itself as a force for good in the world, helping to improve lives on a grand scale

It is a source of considerable pain to CEO Mark Zuckerberg that the platform has been hijacked and is earning a poor reputation.

Highly structured approach to developing its business
− Three-, five- and 10-year opportunities, progressively diversifying away from total dependence on advertising.
− Sees clear phases: video in the short term, Messenger and WhatsApp in the medium term, augmented and virtual reality in the longer term.

Innovative, but careful and deliberate in rolling out new services
− Acutely conscious of the risk of upsetting users, it gradually tunes the experience to assess what works.
− Prefers this approach over a dash to build revenue with a new service.
− Not afraid to be a fast follower and rely upon winning at scale. Its implementation of Snapchat-like features is an example.

Comfortable taking on difficult developments in areas that are outside its expertise, such as low-cost telecom infrastructure
− "We found nothing that would do the job, so we built it ourselves".
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Vulnerabilities

Regulation being imposed
− There is a clear shift of sentiment among governments, starting with the US but also including the UK and several others.
− At minimum, regulation will push up costs, but it could go much further and affect the company's market position as a platform.

Loss of engagement by consumers
− User growth or usage could stall, especially in the Western world. Instagram is a good hedge, but smaller in user numbers and revenue.

Services are increasingly expensive to deliver
− Video content is central to the next few years of growth, but the costs of supporting this approach at scale are large.
− Average revenue per user outside North America is not yet growing strongly enough to bolster this.

Privacy
− We expect Facebook to be one of the primary targets for a General Data Protection Regulation test case during 2018.

Facebook's artificial intelligence is only good in use as part of its back-end services
− Facebook is seen as some way behind Google, Amazon, Apple and Microsoft with artificial intelligence.
− But this could change with analysis of sentiment of traffic in WorkPlace.

Distraction
− Facebook could be tempted to make a large move into an area that is not well-suited to the company, such as smart speakers and original 

video content.

Cautious roll-out approach
− This is now the opposite of the stereotypical Silicon Valley "fail fast" mentality, and could enable a swift rival to wrong-foot Facebook.
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CCS Insight Predictions

For 2018
− Consumers' first experience of HDR and 8K video content comes from Web providers until 2020, with Facebook faster than Amazon or

Netflix to introduce new features.
− By 2020, Facebook becomes the first Internet service to be regulated in the US.
− Big Internet companies take stakes in major telecom operator groups by 2020, with Facebook's Telecom Infra Project as a trigger in many 

markets.
− Facebook and Google claim at least half of spending on video and TV advertising in the US by 2021.
− Disputes between network operators and Web companies flare up again in 2018 and beyond.
− Facebook launches pay-per-view transactions for selected events by 2019.
− Facebook's video offerings become available on pay-TV and operators' TV platforms in 2019.
− Facebook becomes a leader in enterprise artificial intelligence services by 2020.

For 2017:
Google and Facebook pull ahead of their Internet advertising rivals in 2017.
Facebook acquires Musical.ly in 2017.
In 2017 Facebook launches its own video channels with professionally produced content.

For 2016:
Web companies drive the creation and distribution of professional virtual reality content.
By the end of 2016, all major new movies have a 360-degree video trailer. 
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